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Intracellular recordings were made from axon bearing horizon- 
tal cells in isolated retinas (with retinal pigment epithelium re- 
moved) of normal and pearl mutant mice superfused with mam- 
malian ginger’s solution. Cells were injected with Lucifer yellow 
and identified by their morphology and their response wave- 
forms. On impalement, we measured a dark, resting voltage of 
25-35 mV. All cells had similar spectral sensitivities that were 
consistent with the CIE scotopic relative spectral luminosity 
function. For stimuli of high irradiance, two types of responses 
could be distinguished, based on their waveform at stimulus 
offset. One consisted of a rapid and wavelength-dependent re- 
polarization followed by a small, slow hyperpolarization. The 
other consisted of a large, long-lived, and wavelength-indepen- 
dent after-hyperpolarization. The former were recorded from 
the somatic end and the latter from the axon terminal arbori- 
zation. The spatial distribution of sensitivity was measured in 
over 100 locations within the receptive field using small stimuli. 
The area within which sensitivity of the soma was within 0.1 
log unit of the maximal sensitivity was larger than that of the 
soma dendritic field, but the sizes were nearly equal for the 
terminal arborization. No secondary maximum of sensitivity was 
noted over the dendritic field of the unimpaled part of the cell. 
For the terminal arborization, the half-saturating irradiance for 
diffuse 502 nm stimuli was about 180 photons pm-* set-I, about 
one-tenth that for the soma. These values are in good agreement 
with those for cat and rabbit. For pearl mutant mice (in which 
the photoreceptor synapse is abnormal and the retinal sensitiv- 
ity, measured using retinal ganglion cell responses, is subnormal 
in the intact animal but not in the isolated retina), the response 
characteristics, spectral sensitivity, and absolute sensitivity were 
indistinguishable from those found in wild-type mice. These lat- 
ter results show that the normality of the responses of ganglion 
cells in isolated pearl retinas is not due to, e.g., decreases in 
signal transmission across the outer plexiform layer that are 
offset by increases in transmission across a more proximal ret- 
inal layer. The results are also consistent with the retinal pig- 
ment epithelium being a site of expression of the pearl gene, but 
they do not preclude another site of expression in the retina. 

The responses of mouse horizontal cells have not yet been stud- 
ied, but there are a number of reasons for doing so. The mouse 
is the best-suited vertebrate animal for genetic studies, with over 
500 named mutations available, 13 of which have been shown 
to affect the visual system in subtle ways that do not involve 
gross degeneration or generalized “neuromuscular” distur- 
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bances (Balkema et al., 1984). For one of these mutations, pearl, 
the sensitivity of the retina and the synapse of the rod photo- 
receptor are affected in the dark-adapted condition. The stim- 
ulus illumination required to evoke a response of criterion 
amplitude from the retinal ganglion cell is greater than for wild- 
type in the intact, anesthetized animal (Balkema and Pinto, 
1982) but is equal to that for wild-type in the isolated retina, 
from which the retinal pigment epithelium is removed (Balkema 
et al., 1983). In animals fixed by vascular perfusion, the ribbon 
lamellae of the rod synapses display attached bulbous thick- 
enings, whereas the lamellae of retinas fixed after isolation from 
the retinal pigment epithelium do not display these thickenings 
(Williams et al., 1985a). Taken together, these results point to 
the retinal pigment epithelium as a site of expression of the pearl 
gene. However, recordings from horizontal cells would provide 
more direct evidence about the site and mechanisms of gene 
expression by (1) identifying the retinal layer that is affected in 
preparations in which the reduced sensitivity is expressed and 
(2) exploring the possibility that the normality of the responses 
of retinal ganglion cells in isolated pearl retinas results from 
offsetting changes in signal transmission across various retinal 
layers. We have begun to study the physiological properties of 
horizontal cells in the isolated retina preparation. This prepa- 
ration permits control over electrode placement, allows recep- 
tive fields to be mapped with respect to retinal landmarks such 
as blood vessels and maintains the response characteristics of 
retinal ganglion cells in wild-type retinas nearly equal to those 
found in the intact animal (Balkema et al., 1983). 

Horizontal cells of the mammalian retina may be axon-bear- 
ing or axonless. Some axon-bearing horizontal cells have a so- 
matic end with thickened dendritic specializations and an axon 
of variable length that connects with a terminal arborization 
that has fine dendritic specializations (cat and rabbit: Boycott 
et al., 1978; Dacheux and Raviola, 1982; Dowling et al., 1966; 
FisherandBoycott, 1974; Gallego, 197 1; monkey: Gallego, 1976; 
Kolb, 1970). In the cat and the monkey, the terminal arbori- 
zation has been shown to make synaptic contact only with rods, 
and the somatic end has been shown to make synaptic contact 
only with cones (Kolb, 1970, 1974). 

Recordings have been made from both the terminal arbori- 
zation and somatic end to compare the response amplitude, 
action spectrum, and response waveform. For large-area stimuli 
the plot of response amplitude vs log irradiance shows about 
one log unit greater responsiveness for the terminal arborization 
than for the somatic end (cat: Nelson et al., 1975; rabbit: Bloom- 
field and Miller, 1982; Dacheux and Raviola, 1982). In the cat, 
the action spectrum of horizontal cells shows a Purkinje shift 
on light adaptation (Steinberg, 1969a). The waveform of the 
responses elicited from the terminal arborization differs from 
that of the somatic end when studied with near-saturating stim- 
uli. After stimulus offset the membrane of the terminal arbor- 
ization remains hyperpolarized for 5-30 set, while the mem- 
brane potential recorded from the somatic end returns rather 
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quickly to near the dark resting value (Dacheux and Raviola, 
1982; Nelson et al., 1976). Differences in the time course of the 
light response have been shown for stimuli of long and short 
wavelength (Dacheux and Raviola, 1982; Nelson et al., 1975, 
1977). However, these physiological studies have not addressed 
the issue of the comparison of the anatomically determined 
dendritic field and physiologically determined receptive field for 
each of the two ends of the cell. 

We have found that axon-bearing horizontal cells of the nor- 
mal, wild-type mouse have morphology and response properties 
that are similar to those described for the cat and the rabbit. 
The occasional great stability that is possible in recording from 
the isolated mouse retina has made possible comparisons of the 
dendritic, axonal, and receptive fields of the same cell and study 
of response waveform and action spectrum in the same cell. In 
the isolated, superfused retina of the pearl mutant mouse, the 
response properties and morphology are indistinguishable from 
those of the normal, wild-type mouse. 

Materials and Methods 
Normal, wild-type animals were from the inbred C57BL/6J strain. The 
mutant animals were from the congenic C57BL/6J pe/pe strain. The 
animals were maintained in a 12 hr lighV12 hr dark cycle, with tem- 
perature and humidity maintained according to the recommendations 
of the Jackson Laboratory (Heiniger and Dorey, 1980). The animals 
were between 2 and 9 months old. The parents of the animals were 
vaccinated against Sendai virus a week before breeding, and the exper- 
imental animals themselves were innoculated at weaning (normally 17- 
21 d old). 

The experimental animal was dark-adapted 4-24 hr and then killed 
by cervical dislocation under dim red light. The remaining procedures 
employed infrared illumination and image converters. The eye was 
removed by evulsion; the cornea was slit; the lens was removed, and 
the s&era, choroid, and retinal pigment epithelium were tom in several 
places in order to produce an isolated retina. The blood vessels of the 
retina allowed it to be oriented reproducibly in a chamber (0.3 ml) with 
a transparent bottom. This chamber was placed on the stage of a com- 
pound microscope equipped with a water-immersion objective (40 x , 
0.75 N.A.). Ringer’s solution (120 mM NaCl, 7.5 mM KCl, 24 mM 
NaHCO,, 0.6 mM MgCl,, 1.9 mM CaCl,, 11 mM D-glucose, 2.8 mM 
HEPES, pH 7.4, 40 mmHg PCO,, 600 mmHg PO,, 36°C 290 mOs/ 
kg) flowed through the chamber at 2 ml/min. 

The stimulus (502 nm unless otherwise shown; maximum irradiance 
1.45 x lo6 photons pm-z set-I) was delivered through the microscope 
condenser. Responses were recorded directly by a digital computer, 
which also controlled stimulus timing. 

The fluorescent tracer Lucifer yellow (Stewart, 1978) was injected by 
pressure using the methods of Oakley and Pinto (1983). We found that 
an electrolyte consisting of4% Lucifer yellow and 250 mM LiCl produced 
the best compromise between low pipette impedance and lack of damage 
to the injected cell due to influx of water following an increase of in- 
tracellular osmolality resulting from injection of highly concentrated 
electrolytes. After injecting a cell and measuring its receptive field, the 
receptive field map was aligned with a tracing of the retinal blood vessels. 
The retina was then dehydrated between a microscope slide and a cov- 
erslip. The dehydrated retina was infiltrated with monomer of glycoi 
methacrylate (Stewart, 1978) and then viewed with an epifluorescence 
microscope (40 x oil immersion objective, 0.6-l .O N.A.); the outline of 
the injected cell was traced, and a second tracing of the retinal vessels 
was superimposed on the outline of the cell. The first and second tracings 
of the vessels were then superimposed in order to bring the tracing of 
the dendritic field into register with the receptive field map. 

We selected for study only those cells that met the following criteria: 
on impalement the dark resting membrane voltage (uncorrected for 
differences in tip potential inside vs outside the cell) was more negative 
than -25 mV, the dark resting membrane voltage did not change by 
more than 2 mV during the time of study; and a full-field stimulus of 
nearly saturating amplitude (approximately 5 x 10’ photons prnm2 set-I, 
200 mS duration, 502 nm) evoked a response of at least 10 mV peak 
amplitude. 

The action spectrum was measured in at least one of three ways: (1) 
The response amplitude vs irradiance function was determined for each 
wavelength studied, a function given by equation 1 (see Results) was 

fitted to the experimental data, and the value of the irradiance for a 
half-maximal response (IJ) was determined for each wavelength. Dif- 
ferences between the values obtained for c at various wavelengths were 
used as an index of relative sensitivity. (2) For each wavelength the 
irradiance required to evoke a response of a criterion amplitude (usually 
4 mV) was measured, and the inverse of the irradiance plotted against 
wavelength. (3) The response amplitude vs irradiance function was de- 
termined for only one wavelength. Next, stimuli of various wavelengths 
but equal CIE scotopic effectiveness were presented. For each response, 
interpolation along the amplitude vs irradiance function was used to 
determine the relative sensitivity of the cell. 

Results 

Wild-type mice 

Morphology of labeled cells 

Each of the 37 labeled cells had a fine axon-like process con- 
nected to either one or two heavily labeled elements. The overall 
morphology of these cells closely resembled that described for 
early postnatal horizontal cells of the mouse (Ramon y Cajal, 
1980). When two elements were labeled, one of them was always 
more heavily labeled. One of these elements appeared similar 
to the soma of the B-type horizontal cell of the cat (Boycott et 
al., 1978; Dowling et al., 1966; Fisher and Boycott, 1974) and 
the somatic end of the axon-bearing horizontal cell of the rabbit 
(Dacheux and Raviola, 1982; Dowling et al., 1966), while the 
other element appeared similar to the terminal arborization of 
these previously described cells (Fig. 1). Most cells were located 
less than 600 pm from the optic disk. In these cells the soma 
had a diameter of 5-8 pm, and from four to seven main processes 
(OS-1 Mm diameter at their origin) radiating from the soma. 
The outline of the area that these processes covered was roughly 
circular (about 50 pm diameter). The axon of these cells had a 
length between 50 and 230 pm. In most of the cells it could be 
seen originating from the soma itself, although in three cells the 
images of the axon and one of the processes were superimposed, 
obscuring the origin of the axon. On the other hand, the terminal 
arborization of the injected cells had a single thick (2-3 pm 
diameter) process from which 8-l 5 finer processes (of about 0.5 
pm diameter) radiated. These finer processes were wavier than 
those of the soma, and the outline of the area that they covered 
was larger (from 100 to 150 pm diameter) than that of the soma. 
Either the terminal arborization was more heavily labeled or it 
alone was labeled in 80% of the labeled cells. 

Response properties 
Full-field stimuli of low irradiance evoked responses that con- 
sisted of a monotonic hyperpolarization at onset and a mono- 
tonic return of membrane voltage to the dark resting value at 
offset from both the soma and the terminal arborization (Fig. 
2). Full-field stimuli of intermediate n-radiance evoked a tran- 
sient undershoot of membrane voltage, followed by a return of 
membrane voltage to a steady hyperpolarized value during il- 
lumination. The transient undershoot was more pronounced in 
the responses recorded from the terminal arborization. Full- 
field stimuli of saturating amplitude evoked a steady hyper- 
polarization during illumination, but after offset the waveform 
differed markedly for the two recording sites. The membrane 
potential of the terminal arborization decayed very slowly to 
the dark resting value. This slower hyperpolarizing afterpoten- 
tial was similar to the “rod after-effect” in S-potentials of cat 
(Nelson, 1977; Steinberg, 1969b) and rabbit (Bloomfield and 
Miller, 1982; Dacheux and Raviola, 1982). The membrane po- 
tential of the soma quickly and transiently returned to near the 
dark resting value, then became more negative and finally de- 
cayed to the dark resting value. 

The plot of response amplitude vs it-radiance for stimuli of 
450, 502, and 580 nm wavelength (Fig. 3) could be fitted by an 
equation of the form 
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Figure 1. Camera lucida tracings of horizontal cells injected with Lu- 
cifer yellow in the wild-type retina. The details of the aggregation of 
terminations are not drawn. 

v/v,, = P/(P + a”), 

where V is the response amplitude measured at the time of peak 
hyperpolarization; V,,,,, the maximal response amplitude; I, the 
stimulus irradiance; (T, the irradiance for half-maximal response; 
and n = 0.96. The value of u, measured with 502 nm stimuli, 
was 0.84 log units lower for the terminal arborization than for 
the soma (Table 1). The absolute value for u (about 180 photons 
Km-* set-I for the terminal arborization) agreed well with the 
values previously obtained for the rod component of the re- 
sponse of the soma of the cat (Nelson, 1977) and plots of re- 
sponse amplitude vs illumination for the rabbit (Raviola and 
Dacheux, 1983). 

4.6 4.3 3.7 2.5 1.2 -Log I 

Figure 2. Responses evoked by full-field stimuli (lowest record, atten- 
uation indicated by numerals) from somatic end (A) and terminal ar- 
borization (B). Note the more pronounced after-hyperpolarization that 
follows a stimulus of high irradiance for the terminal arborization (com- 
pare closed arrows) and the transient hyperpolarizing undershoot for a 
stimulus of intermediate irradiance (indicated for somatic end by open 
arrow). Wild-type retina. 

Comparison of receptive field and dendritic field 
Preliminary measurements showed many receptive fields to have 
elliptical shape. Therefore, the following method was used to 
determine the shape of the receptive field, rather than a more 
convenient method that depends on circular symmetry (see 
Lamb, 1976). 

For 10 impalements it was possible to measure the spatial 
distribution of relative sensitivity in as many as 100 locations 
within the receptive field. This was done by holding a small (60 
km diameter) stimulus fixed in the most sensitive part of the 
receptive field and determining the function of response am- 
plitude vs irradiance. The stimulus irradiance was then adjusted 
to a value along the rising portion of the function, and the 
stimulus was presented in each of many locations separated by 
100 pm. Interpolation along the response vs irradiance function 
was performed to determine relative sensitivity in each location. 
The two-dimensional plot of sensitivity (Fig. 4) was used to 
draw equal-sensitivity contours. 

Table 1. Comparison of properties of wild-type and mutant cells 

+/+ Strain 

Soma 
Terminal 
arborization 

pe/pe Strain 

Soma 
Terminal 
arborization 

ii 11.1 360 t- + 2.2 8 x 102 389 1.8 + f 0.2 40 x 102 7.38 - x lo*= 1.74 388 +- + 0.2 15 x 102 

(125 + 18) (160 + 23) (171 + 26) 
x max 510 nm 510 nm 510 nm 510 nm 

0 is irradiance for half-maximal response, 502 nm, photons pm-’ xc-‘. d is geometric mean of major and minor axes 
of receptive field &m); 0.1 log unit area; 1 log unit area shown in parentheses. 
0 Values given are means + SEM single measurement. 
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Relative stimulus intensity ( Log) 

Figure 3. Plot of normalized peak response amplitude vs irradiance 
of full-field stimuli for terminal arborization (open symbols) and somatic 
end (fiNed symbols). Data are taken from 28 terminal arborizations and 
7 somatic ends. Stimulus wavelength was 502 nm in all cases. Bars 
represent the SEM. Wild-type retina. 

There are limitations to the accuracy and precision of the 
technique. The first arises from the finite size (60 pm) of the 
stimulus spot, which would cause an underestimation of the 
gradient of sensitivity in some parts of the insensitive region of 
the receptive field (Fig. 5), but would not have affected the 
contours in the more sensitive part of the receptive field (Fig. 
6). A second limitation arises from variability in the size of the 
response to a given stimulus. We measured this variability in 
five cells and transformed the response variability into equiv- 
alent variability of the stimulus by using the plot of response 
amplitude vs h-radiance. The range of equivalent stimulus vari- 
ability was 0.15 log units (0.06 log units SD). For the most 
sensitive parts of the receptive field (Fig. 6), this variability 
would cause an uncertainty in the location of a receptive field 
contour of 30 pm. 

The receptive field area within which sensitivity exceeded 0.1 
log unit less than the maximum sensitivity (hereafter called the 
0.1 log unit area) was approximately circular for the terminal 
arborization (150 Mm diameter) and elliptical for the somatic 
end (Fig. 6). Moreover, the minor axis of the elliptical area of 
the somatic end (Fig. 6A) was approximately half as long as the 
diameter of the circular area of the terminal arborization (Fig. 
6B). The rate of decay of sensitivity along a radius of the re- 
ceptive field was between 0.2 and 0.4 log units per 100 pm for 
both somatic end and terminal arborization within the 1 .O log 
unit area. Outside of the 1.0 log unit area the sensitivity fell 
much more slowly for the somatic end than for the terminal 
arborization. The long axis of the 0.1 log unit area of the terminal 
arborization bore no fixed relationship to the long axis of either 
the 1.0 log unit or 2.0 log unit area. The 2 log unit area was 
larger for the somatic end than that for the terminal arborization 
(Fig. 5). 

The location of the optic disk was noted for six terminal 
arborizations. For these cells the orientation of the long axis of 
the receptive field was determined. The orientation of the line 
connecting the receptive field middle with the optic disk was 
also noted, and compared with the orientation of the long axis 
of the 1 .O log unit area (Fig. 5) of the receptive field. These lines 
were found to diverge by no more than 11” (mean 3.8” f 5.7” 
SE), showing that the receptive fields were oriented radially 

Imm 

ii, oL’“. 
[r 1 I I I I I 

5 4 3 2 I 0 

-Log relative irradiance 

Figure 4. Determination of spatial distribution of sensitivity with high 
resolution. Upper tracing is record of responses to each of 11 stimuli 
(3 x IO* photons pm-2 se& h-radiance, 60 pm diameter, 502 nm, 100 
msec in duration). These responses were evoked by stimuli presented 
in each of 11 of the 12 locations along the fourth from the upper row 
(the response to the left-most position is omitted). The peak response 
amplitudes are given by the numerals in this row. The other numerals 
are the similarly obtained data for eight other rows. Equal-amplitude 
contours are superimposed on the numerals. Calibration bar (below 
numerals), 1 mm. The lowest graph shows maximum response ampli- 
tude vs h-radiance, obtained with a stimulus located in the most sensitive 
part of the receptive field. A curve of similar shape, but shifted to higher 
irradiance, was obtained for another location (400 pm to the left of the 
most sensitive position). Interpolation along such curves was performed 
to obtain the contours shown in Figures 5 and 6. Wild-type retina. 

A B 

Figure 5. Distribution of relative sensitivity for the somatic end (A) 
and terminal arborization (B). Regions of low relative sensitivity are 
shown. Note the larger receptive field size and more gradual decay of 
sensitivity with the distance from the receptive field middle for the 
somatic end. Wild-type retina. 
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Figure 6. Distribution of relative sen- 
sitivity superimposed on the recon- 
struction of the Lucifer yellow image 
for the somatic end (A) and terminal 
arborization (B). Note that the size of 
the 0.1 log unit receptive field is ap- 
proximately equal to that of the den- 
dritic field for the terminal arboriza- 
tion, but that the 0.1 log unit receptive 
field of the somatic end is considerably 
larger than the dendritic field. Wild-type 
retina. 

100 pm 

about the optic disk. However, no such orientation was found 
for the more sensitive contours of the receptive field of the 
terminal arborization or for any contour of the somatic end. 
The receptive field orientation found for the terminal arbori- 
zation is similar to that shown for the orientation bias of the 
receptive field of retinal ganglion cells in the cat: The grating 
that evokes the maximal ganglion cell response tends to lie 
parallel to the line joining the cell with the area centralis (Levick 
and Thibos, 1982). 

The dendritic field of the terminal arborization nearly filled 
the 0.1 log unit area (Fig. 6B), whereas the dendritic field of the 
somatic end was considerably smaller than the 0.1 log unit area. 
For neither recording site did a secondary maximum of sensi- 
tivity occur at the place in the retina where the unimpaled part 
of the cell was located. 

Spectral sensitivity 
We measured the action spectrum of both the soma and the 
terminal arborization in the dark-adapted condition using the 
responses to dim stimuli. The spectra were plotted and a Dart- 
nall nomogram (Dar-mall, 1953) was fitted to each plot. The 
wavelength of maximal sensitivity was about 5 10 nm for each 
plot (Fig. 7). However, when stimuli of n-radiance sufficient to 
evoke responses of between half-maximal amplitude and about 
90% of maximal amplitude were applied in the dark-adapted 
condition (Fig. 7), differences in the response waveform of the 
somatic end were evident for stimuli of long and short wave- 
length. After offset of a long-wavelength stimulus, the membrane 
voltage returned more quickly to its dark resting value than after 
offset of a short-wavelength stimulus. However, such differences 
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were not evident in recordings from the terminal arborization. 
This difference in time course is consistent with the existence 
of more than one spectral mechanism for the responses of the 
somatic end. 

Pearl mutant mice 
Recordings were obtained from a total of 14 cells in the pearl 
mutant retina. Intracellularly injected label was observed in 
seven of the cells (one soma and six axon terminals). The mor- 
phology of these injected cells could not be distinguished from 
that of the cells in wild-type retinas. Furthermore, no differences 
between the waveform of the responses, the sensitivity, the re- 
ceptive field size, or the action spectrum for these cells in the 
two genotypes could be detected (Table 1). 

Discussion 
Axon-bearing horizontal cells of the mouse have anatomical 
and physiological characteristics that are similar to those of the 
cat and the rabbit. Moreover, the physiological differences in 
spectral properties between the somatic end and the terminal 
arborization in the mouse are consistent with the differences in 
the synaptic inputs to these parts of the cell that have been 
reported for the cat and rabbit. Detailed mapping of the recep- 
tive field and comparison with the dendritic field confirms pre- 
vious reports of the independence of signal processing in the 
two ends of the cell. The responses of the isolated retinas of 
pearl mutant mice were indistinguishable from those of wild- 
type mice. This result is consistent with the retinal pigment 
epithelium as a site of gene expression and with the restoration 
of the responsiveness of the retinal ganglion cells (Balkema et 
al., 1983) and of the morphology of the ribbon lamellae of the 
photoreceptors (Williams et al., 1985a) that have been dem- 
onstrated in the isolated retina. 

The action spectrum of the somatic end did not show the 
relatively high sensitivity for long-wavelength stimuli that has 
been shown for the cat (Nelson, 1975, 1977). This may be a 
consequence of the lower percentage (2% uniformly distributed) 
of cones found in the mouse retina (Carter-Dawson and IaVail, 
1979) than in those regions of the retinas of the cat (Steinberg 
et al., 1973) or the rabbit (Hughes, 1971) that contain the hor- 
izontal cells that have been studied. It has been shown that the 
somatic end in the cat makes synaptic contact only with cones 
(Kolb, 1974), and that the rod inputs probably reach the somatic 
end via cones (Nelson, 1975, 1977) through gap junctions be- 
tween rods and cones (Raviola and Gilula, 1973), but not via 
the axon terminal. Perhaps such cone-to-rod coupling is weaker 
in the mouse than in other species. Our high-resolution mea- 
surements of the sensitivity distribution show that there is no 
region of elevated sensitivity located over the terminal arbori- 
zation. These results support the conclusions of earlier workers 
that rod signals do not travel via the axonal process. 

We found the 0.1 log unit receptive field of the somatic end 
to be several times larger than its dendritic field. This larger 
receptive field for the somatic end is consistent with previous 
measurements of receptive field size (Dacheux and Raviola, 
1982), but we do not know the mechanism by which signals 
arrive at the soma. 

In common with the cat and the rabbit (Bloomfield and Miller, 
1982; Dacheux and Raviola, 1982; Nelson et al., 1975), the 
sensitivity of the terminal arborization of mouse horizontal cells 
is greater than that of the somatic end. The resolution of our 
light microscopy did not allow us to identify or count the number 
of photoreceptors with which these two parts of the cell made 
contact. However, it has been shown in the cat and monkey 
that the more sensitive terminal arborization receives synaptic 
inputs from rods, while the somatic end receives synaptic input 
from cones (Kolb, 1970, 1974). Perhaps this difference is the 
basis for the sensitivity difference in the mouse. 

580 nm 

C 

>. IO- 
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B 0.0’ 
400 500 600 
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Figure 7. Responses from somatic end (A) and terminal arborization 
(B) to nonsaturating stimuli of two different wavelengths (numeral in- 
dicated). Note that for both wavelengths the responses had the same 
amplitude while the stimulus was on, but that for 10 set after stimulus 
offset the somatic end only was more hyperpolarized for the shorter- 
wavelength stimulus. C, Action spectra for terminal arborization (open 
symbols) and somatic end (closed symbols). Data were taken from 29 
terminal arborizations and 9 somatic ends in dark-adapted retinas. Bars 
represent SEM. The line drawn is the Dartnall nomogram (X,,, = 5 10 
nm). Wild-type retina. 

Each of the 37 cells from which dye was recovered clearly 
showed an axonal process leading from the heavily labeled, 
impaled part. In most cases the less heavily labeled, unimpaled 
part was also seen. However, in no case did we find an injected 
cell without an axonal process. We do not think that this is 
because such cells do not exist. Rapid Golgi studies (A. Mariani, 
personal communication) and labeling with an antibody di- 
rected against neurofilaments (Drager, 1983) demonstrated cells 
in the outer margin of the inner nuclear layer of mice that have 
the overall morphology of neurofilament-rich (Fisher and Boy- 
cott, 1974) axonless (A-type) horizontal cells found in other 
species (see Boycott et al., 1978; Kolb, 1974). We think it is 
unlikely that we simply failed to recover the label from such 
cells after injection because we recovered as many as 70% of 
injected cells in some experiments, and many of the horizontal 
cells in the mouse are of the axonless type (see Drager, 1983; 
Drager et al., 1984). We also think it is unlikely that impale- 
ments of axonless horizontal cells were abandoned because they 
failed to meet our minimum-amplitude criteria (Material and 
Methods). The amplitude reported for these cells in other species 
is not significantly less than for axon-bearing horizontal cells 
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(Bloomfield and Miller, 1982; Dacheux and Raviola, 1982; Nel- 
son, 1977). We experienced facile impalement of axon terminals 
and difficult impalement of somatic ends. Perhaps axonless hor- 
izontal cells of the mouse are simply less amenable to penetra- 
tion than the two major parts of the axon-bearing horizontal 
cell. 

Pearl mutant mice have been demonstrated to have reduced 
retinal sensitivity when studied using the responses of retinal 
ganglion cells in the intact, anesthetized preparation (Balkema 
and Pinto, 1982), but not in the isolated retina, from which the 
retinal pigment epithelium has been removed (Balkema et al., 
1983). Moreover, bulbous thickenings are found attached to the 
ribbon lamella of the rod photoreceptors of pearl mutants that 
are fixed in situ, but not in the isolated retina (Williams et al., 
1985a). Thus, our present finding that the responses of pearl 
horizontal cells are normal in the isolated retina preparation is 
consistent with previous anatomical and physiological results 
that point to the retinal pigment epithelium (Williams et al., 
1985b) as a site of gene expression. However, the present results 
do not preclude the possibility of another site of gene expression 
in the retina. Indeed, preliminary results (Suzuki and Pinto, 
1985) indicate that the responses of both retinal ganglion cells 
and horizontal cells in the isolated retina preparation of pearl 
mutants are affected by low (5 nM) concentrations of somato- 
statin- 14 in the bathing medium, whereas the responses of these 
cells in wild-type retinas are not affected. 

It follows from the present results that signal transmission to 
the horizontal cells is probably normal for pearl mutants in the 
isolated retina preparation. Thus, it is unlikely that the normal 
retinal sensitivity measured using the responses of retinal gan- 
glion cells (Balkema et al., 1983) in the isolated retina is due to 
a decrease in signal transmission across the outer plexiform layer 
that is offset by an increase in signal transmission in a more 
proximal layer. 

In summary, horizontal cells of the mouse have properties 
that are quite similar to those of cat and rabbit, and they can 
be recorded from with remarkable stability. Mice have the ad- 
vantage of ready availability of inbred strains, short gestation 
time (2 1 d), and the opportunity for genetic manipulation (Bal- 
kema et al., 1984; Green, 1975) and immunological analysis 
(Drager, 1983; Drager et al., 1984). Thus, mice ought to serve 
well as models for studying the physiology, genetics, and on- 
togeny of the outer plexiform layer. 
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